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   In partnership and
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    Andrea Sonnenberg 
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thank you from our CEO and Co-Founder

Dear Friends,

It’s hard to believe how far we have come in ten years! I am so proud of our program’s growth 
over the past decade. And I am grateful for the steadfast support of our donors who make it 
possible for us to improve the lives of underserved children.

Readers to Leaders started in the summer of 2012 with a group of 50 K-5th grade scholars, 7 
staff and 10 Junior Literacy Leaders (JLLs). Since then we have expanded to reach hundreds 
of scholars each summer, extended our program to include middle schoolers, created year-
round literacy support programs, engaged hundreds of new high school students in our 
Junior Literacy Leader program and just recently launched a College Access program. 

Our work is a partnership with our Board, our volunteers, our teachers, our management staff 
and, of course, our contributors. Take a look at the impressive impact we have made in 10 
years:
  

• Served over 2,500 K-8th grade scholars 
• Taught over 14,000 hours of high-quality literacy instruction 
• Distributed over 25,000 first-rate books to grow scholars’ at-home libraries
• Served nearly 150,000 meals
• Engaged high school JLLs in over 53,000 hours of community service

Our numbers and statistics are impressive, but through this annual report you will see the real 
impact our programs have through stories from our scholars, staff and volunteers. This year 
marks the first year that several former scholars have become program volunteers and have 
joined our Teen Board, offering their unique perspective while also serving their community. 

We are now supporting our scholar JLLs through the college application process to help 
them reach their academic goals. Celebrating ten years with the addition of our college 
access program is a true testament to our program’s growth, the dedication of our staff and 
volunteers, and the life-changing work we do.

We thank you for your investment in our work. Together we can close the achievement gap 
for these children and help them enjoy the bright future they deserve.



new partnership
Through an exciting new partnership with the Fulfillment Fund, 
Readers to Leaders is pleased to offer a new College Access 
Program. Once scholars graduate from our K-8th grade 
programs, high school-aged scholars will join us as Junior 
Literacy Leaders and serve on our Teen Leadership Board. 
Through our program, these scholars gain valuable leadership 
skills, volunteer experience, and serve their community by 
acting as mentors to hundreds of scholars. The Fulfillment Fund 
also offers an innovative curriculum from which scholars will 
learn about the college application process, refine writing skills, 
explore the many post-graduation options available to them, 
college acceptance requirements, financial literacy and more! 
When scholars are seniors in high school they will be paired 
with a college advisor to receive one-on-one college 
counseling. With the help of the counselor, scholars will create 
college lists, work through applications and financial aid and 
have support in making a college decision. This new program 
completes our full programmatic arc that supports students 
from Kindergarten to college, truly providing life-changing 
opportunities for our scholars. 

new college access program

scholar junior literacy leaders
This summer we welcomed eight former scholars as JLLs. These 
scholar JLLs returned to Wise Readers to Leaders to give back to 
the community, serving as excellent mentors. Our scholars look up 
so much to our scholar JLLs and the scholar JLLs love serving in 
this new role. Many of our scholar JLLs said they decided to come 
back to volunteer as JLLs because the JLLs were their favorite part 
of our program when they were scholars. They are very excited to 
bring the same service and excitement to the next generation of 
scholars. 

“I really like how the Fulfillment 
Fund gives us a course of action 
and talks us through everything 
step by step. I have applied to a 
bunch of Cal States, UC schools 
and private universities, plus a lot 
of scholarships! I’m feeling really 
good about college because I now 
have a set plan for it!”
- Scholar JLL

“My daughter looks forward for 
summer camp every year and 
we hope that later on she can 
volunteer so she can give back a 
little something.”
- Scholar Parent



2012
• first summer
• 1 site 
• 50 summer     

scholars
• 10 JLLs

2013
• 2 sites
• 150 summer 

scholars
• 25 JLLs

2015
• 3 sites
• 225 summer 

scholars
• 60 JLLs

2016
• 3 sites
• First Middle School 

program 
• 300 summer scholars
• 70 JLLs
• Remote Reading begins: 

25 scholars

2014
• 2 sites
• 150 summer 

scholars
• 30 JLLs

WRTL is so special to me because of the community it has created. The program is 
able to bring together college students who care about education and inequality, 
high school students looking to give back, and students who don’t have access to the 
education they deserve. This creates one of the most special communities I have ever 
encountered, allowing mentorship, bonding, and an environment where everyone 
involved is constantly learning and growing. I’ve felt so lucky to get the opportunity 
to get to know so many incredible scholars who have taught me so much, and 
hopefully I was able to teach them as well!  - Ms. Liesel

Wise Readers to Leaders through the years
Readers to Leaders has grown and changed over 10 years. Check out some of our accomplishments and 
hear from our scholars, staff and Junior Literacy Leaders! 

Joining WRTL was one of those life choices I have looked back at 
with such appreciation. Not only did working as a Literacy Leader 
with WRTL set me on my career path to becoming a teacher, but it 
also helped me understand my “why” and my purpose for choosing 
this line of work. WRTL will always have a special place in my heart. 
- Ms. Sophie

I decided to volunteer as a JLL because my siblings had done it and loved it. I 
kept coming back because the summer program left such an impact on me. I 
loved watching the scholars have so much fun whether it was doing snacktivity, 
swimming, or art, and I loved witnessing their growth. It’s amazing to see the 
scholars come back each year and have improved so much. Also, the 
community of WRTL, from the JLLs to LLs to the scholars, fosters such an 
enjoyable and memorable experience. The program thrives from the 
commitment and dedication of the volunteers and staff. The LLs bring such 
inspiring energy and leadership and the JLLs follow their lead to keep the 
program running smoothly. - Current JLL

During my time at WRTL, I was in constant awe of my scholars’ resiliency and 
their commitment to their futures and success. I also learned how impactful 
you could be as a Literacy Leader and how much this program means to the 
families and scholars who participate. I am still in touch with a scholar and his 
mother who I taught when he was in 4th grade and now he’s going to college! 
My favorite part about working as a Literacy Leader and Site Coordinator was 
providing emotional support. This led me to go to social work school and to 
eventually become a therapist for high-risk, low-income teenagers at a 
residential treatment facility in Los Angeles. - Ms. Ellie



2017
• 4 sites
• 325 summer 

scholars
• 90 JLLs
• 50 year-round 

scholars 

2018
• 5 sites
• 400 summer 

scholars
• 90 JLLs
• 60 year-round 

scholars 

2019
• 6 sites
• 500 summer 

scholars
• 100 JLLs
• 100 year-round 

scholars

2020
• Virtual summer program 
• 250 summer scholars
• 75 JLLs
• 1st scholar JLL 
• Expanded year-round 

programs: 300 year-
round scholars

2021
• In-person and virtual      

summer programs
• 300 summer scholars
• 80 JLLs
• 8 scholar JLLs
• College acces program 
• 250 year-round scholars

I feel so grateful for the learning experiences that my three kids 
have had. They look forward to summer because they get to 
go to Wise Readers to Leaders. My daughter Jayden was not 
at grade level when we started with Readers. She has an IEP 
through LAUSD and has been assigned more than a few 
resources, but none have compared to the learning and growth 
she has achieved through Wise Readers. She is now reading on 
her own. She still struggles, but now I see the love she has for 
reading. - Scholar Parent 

I have worked at Wise Readers to Leaders for 10 years which has shaped 
the woman I am today. Wise Readers to Leaders has grown a lot 
throughout my time working there and continues to evolve! In 2017, 
WRTL crafted its own curiculum tailored to our scholars that is culturally 
responsive and engaging. When the pandemic started in the beginning 
of 2020, WRTL made sure to provide scholars and families with resources 
and adapted to online learning. In the summer of 2021, for the first time 
ever, WRTL offered an in-person and online program to give families an 
option that was best for them. Wise Readers to Leaders continues to 
provide weekly literacy classes, enrichment classes, and one-on-one 
tutoring to best support scholars throughout the regular school year. I will 
always be thankful for WRTL for helping me find my purpose in life and 
helping me grow as a teacher. Wise Readers to Leaders promotes a 
commitment to lifelong learning, builds self confidence, and instills a love 
of learning. Readers ignited my passion for teaching and greatly 
influenced my career path as it gave me the opportunity to teach and 
mentor so many scholars throughout the years. - Ms. Jacqueline

While the first idea that comes to mind about the summer program is 
summer school, it is nothing like summer school. Instead, we can make 
new friends, as well as participate in fun activities and go on field trips. 
I love being a part of Readers to Leaders because I get to see friends I 
only see during the summer. The activities we get to do are so special. 
Some of my favorites are coding, sports, and reading. I like that the 
activities are educational and informative, but also entertaining. Now as 
a JLL, I love getting to know more about the scholars and bonding with 
them. I’ve also strengthened my communication skills and I’ve been 
able to meet a lot of new mentors and friends. - Current Scholar JLL



2021 highlights
return to in-person programming 
Readers to Leaders opened two in-person sites 
this summer at Stephen Wise Temple and the 
American Jewish University, welcoming nearly 
150 students back on campus. Our scholars were 
so excited to connect with our Literacy Leaders 
and Junior Literacy Leaders and engage in our 
literacy curriculum and activities. Scholars read 
as a class each morning and read independently 
during Drop Everything and Read (DEAR) time. 
Scholars also engaged in many literacy based 
projects throughout the summer including art 
projects, story maps, board games, and project 
based learning centered around community 
development. Many of our scholars also read 
their first book independently! Additionally, 
scholars participated in camp-style activities such 
as swimming, science experiments, team building 
games, tie dye day, gardening, and our annual 
end-of-summer celebration!

a focus on mental health
We are very proud to continue offering counseling 
and mental health services through our partnership 
with the Maple Counseling Center. Coming off a 
COVID year, we saw the significant need to 
support our scholars’ mental and emotional health. 
We thank the Maple Counseling Center counselors 
for their dedication to our scholars and we look 
forward to continuing these services each year. 

virtual programs
In addition to in-person opportunities, we offered 
virtual programs for scholars and families who were 
most comfortable with an online platform. Over 100 
K-8th grade scholars met online each day to read, 
write, and engage with their peers. Our youngest 
scholars focused on phonics and learning to read, 
while older students completed novel studies on 
the books Holes and Ban This Book. We also loved 
hearing the stories students wrote and the artwork 
they created. We are thankful that we could provide 
this virtual option to our families! 



JLL donors a special thank you to our dedicated and passionate JLLs and 
for the generous support of their parents and families!

Aria Assil
Brooke Ball
Olivia Bamshad
Kimberly Basilio
Saul Basilio
Briyana Bekhrad
Brandon Brooks
Sophie Brooks
Hayden Brown
Mason Brown
Sophia Calne
Clara Campbell
Max Cohen
Solomon Cohen
Cassandra Corona
Oscar Cruz
Kailey Daneshgar
Davin Donay
Kate DuFine
Emmy Feldman
Annie Feldmar-DeVitre
Arthur Feldmar-DeVitre

Gabriel Freedman
Logan Gabbay
Megan Gaisford
Alex Glickman
Andrew Goetz
Kyra Goldstein
Jake Grodner
Scarlett Hartstein
Avery Hoffman
Anya Karumanchi
Georgia Katkov
Juliet Katz
Carly Konheim
Yalli Koren
Cate Landis
Erin Landis
Lily Lee
Ellie Lieberman
Evan Lublin
Kayla Manavi
Alexandra Martin
Blake Marvin

Jacob Massey
Layla Massin
Hector Medina
Sam Mendizabal
Sophia Musante
Leah Neymark
Ella Nikfar
Ruby Offer
Dani Pill
Nicolas Polio
Valeria Polio
Talia Prins
Madelyn Rahimi
Lily Robinson
Brooke Ruttenberg
Charlotte Saada
Lily Saada
Zach Samuel
Sasha Sarraf
Taylor Sarraf
Alexa Schmeltzer
Jordan Schwab

Leila Sehati
Talia Shargani
Novin Sheybani
Sophie Sloan
Daniella Spero
Erica Steinberg
Sawyer Strasberg
Eliana Svilik
Talia Tepper
Ethan Tizabgar
Bianca Toberoff
Hudson Torres
Jesse Wald
Camden Weitzman
Luke Wiener
Audrey Yadegar

year-round programs
Our Teen Board and Teen Ambassadors 
worked throughout the year to run 
several of our year-round programs, 
including hosting weekly virtual 
enrichment classes and planning four 
year-round events. In addition, 135 
teens volunteered as Remote Readers 
and 70 teens served as math tutors, 
providing one-on-one literacy and math 
help to K-8th grade scholars. Readers 
also continued to offer weekly literacy 
classes to help our scholars strengthen 
their literacy skills.  

scholars make academic gains 
Our scholars learned so much this summer, 
strengthening their reading skills, fostering new 
hobbies, and growing their self-confidence. 94% 
of parents report seeing improvements in their 
child’s reading level after our summer program, 
while nearly 90% of parents think their child is more 
confident because of our program. Additionally, an 
independent evaluator reviewed our summer 
program and found that over 75% of our students 
are meeting or exceeding grade level standards!

“I wish I could stay at camp 
forever! The class is so much 
fun. I am proud of being at 
Wise Readers to Leaders 
because the program makes us 
happy and I love the teachers. 
The activities were very 
engaging and I learned a lot 
about life and history. My 
favorite parts are being with 
everyone, making friends, 
and learning how to read and 
write.”  - Scholar



We are deeply grateful for your generous suppport. If we missed you, please call 310-889-2251 so we can fix our mistake!

revenue & expenses
revenue $897,254 expenses $661,645

Summer 
Programming 

$283,994

Full-Time 
Staff

$280,608

Year Round 
Programming 

$15,185

Marketing and 
Communications 

$34,830

Operations and 
Administration

$47,028

Foundations 
& Grants 
$394,783

Pro-Bono 
and In Kind
Donations
$240,300

Government 
Grants
$16,814

Individuals and Families
$125,234

Special Events 
and 

Fundraisers
$82,075

Participation 
Fees

$37,951

Investment Income
 $97

donor spotlight 
the fishman     
family 

“Wise Leaders to Readers is a wonderful organization that provides summer literacy and
enrichment programs to students in grades K through 8th. These children come from 
low-income communities, in at-risk environments, where opportunities to learn are often 
compromised. Readers to Leaders exposes its participants to programs in a fun and 
positive camp-like space that can open their eyes to learning in ways they probably never 
expected. Here, a love of learning can occur and will lead to a lifetime of success. We 
know that education is the key to success and Readers to Leaders is a building block 
to help pave that way. We support Readers to Leaders because we believe this program 
helps children realize their potential and enables them to establish a love of learning in a 
fun, creative and healthy place.“
 - Jodie and Steve Fishman



thank you to our generous donors

We are deeply grateful for your generous suppport. If we missed you, please call 310-889-2251 so we can fix our mistake!

$250,000+
Andrea and Barry 
     Cayton

$100,000-$249,999
Andrea and Glenn 
     Sonnenberg

$25,000-$49,999
Dwight Stuart Youth
     Fund 
Jodie and Steve 
     Fishman
Stephanie and 
     Howard Sherwood

$10,000-$24,999
The Ahmanson 
     Foundation 
The California 
     Department 
     of Education Child 
     Nutrition Programs 
The Goodman Family 
     Foundation
Robert and Anita Hirsch
     Family Foundation 
The Jewish Community 
     Foundation 
The Louchheim 
     Foundation 
The Sherwood 
     Foundation
Jay and Deanie Stein 
     Foundation Trust 

$5,000-$9,999
Jacob Best Foundation
Michael and Susan Dell 
     Foundation
Nancy and Alan Epstein
Mindy Freedman
The Rosaline and Arthur 
     Gilbert Foundation
Leonard and Annette 
     Shapiro Family 
     Foundation
Faramarz Yousefzadeh 

$1,000-$4,999
Scott Adelson
Laurie and Ron Bahar
Lynn and Les Bider
Diane and Kendall 
     Bishop
Nicole Brooks
Carol Davis
Sharon and Gray Davis
Alyce and Philip de 
     Toledo

Susan and Scott  
     Edelman
Ella Fitzgerald Charitable 
     Foundation
Julie Gadinsky
Bobbie and Mark 
     Greenfield
Stanley Gold
Susan Hoffman Hyman 
     and Jon Hyman
Roneet and Ken Kahan
Jackie Katz
Susan Sprung and 
     Christopher Keyser
Jodi and Rick Kirkbride
Sue and Howard Kroll
David Lash
Victor Lee
Virginia and Frank Maas
Joan and Sid Marantz
Nikki Mark
Heidi and Jon Monkarsh
Deena and Edward 
     Nahmias
Helen and Andrew 
     Palmer
Frank Ponder
Debra and Rick Powell
Heidi and Albert Praw
Janice and Ben Reznick
Jodi Kruger Rosen and 
     Jeremy Rosen  
Geri and Mike Rumbolz
Karen and David Sachs
Kim and Darryl Schall
Melanie and Bryan Scher
Lauren and Anton Schiff
Debbee Klein Schwartz 
     and Robert Schwartz
Wendy and Ron Schwartz
Wallace  Sellers
Sue and Michael Sfregola
Diane Shader Smith
Stacy and Jesse Sharf
Sussan and Michael Shore
Laura Stein
Becky Sobelman-Stern 
     and Ron Stern
Julie and Peter Weil
Gayle Weiss
Blair William
Jacqueline Hantgan and
     Yoshi Zweiback

$500-$999
Liza Bercovici
Randy Bishop
Dr. Robert and Sondra 
     Blau
Miki and Mike Chase

Derrick Chevalier
Randi and Stuart Epstein
David Freed
Myra Gabbay
Jordan Goodman
Cathleen Hession
Carol and Ed Horowitz
Diane and Jules Kabat
Todd Katz
Janine and Richard 
     Kolodny
Barbara and Bobby 
     Margolis
Gerald Otelsberg
Josh Reims
Sara Rutenberg
Evie and Joe Schorr
Laura Stovitz
Peyman  Yadegar

$250-$499
Anne and Bill Barnett
Susan and Jon Berger
Melissa Cohen
Debra Epstein
Karen Getelman
Cheryl and Michael Glynn
Debi Graboff
Pamela Herskovitz
Wendy Klein
Arlene Mayo
Milken Community 
     Schools
Linda and Barton Pachino
Ira and Robin Pianko
Sami Perlman
Marla Sackler
Pamela Schwab
Layla Shakerin
Martine  Singer
Alexandra Wald
Janet Wells
Jodi and Phil Werbin
Sherry and John West
Linda and Brad Wolk

$0-$249 
Mariana Aguilar
Joyce and Kevin 
     Anderson
Rebecca Arington
Matthew Bahar
Robin Baker
Beeta Benjy
Nina Berger
Caroline Bettendorf
Natalie Bettendorf
Laurie Bird
Robin Brigstocke
Lizzy Brooks

Rupa Brooks
Amber Brown
Claudia and Bill Brown
Nicky Cannon
Lisa Cassel
Frances Chaves
Marsha Colten
Linda and Patrick 
     Connell
Julie Cramer
Laurie Crasnick
Sherly Daneshgar
Francee  Davine
Robin Deighan
Isabel Delgado
Linda Dembo
Jen Dicker
Sharon and Gadi Eisner
Alison Epstein
Barry Epstein
Susan Sosnay Epstein
Lisa Esses
Gail Field
Tracy Fink
Alexsondra and Andy 
     Fixmer
Denise and Jerry 
     Fortunato
Carin and Glenn
     Freeman
Robert Gandara
Barbara  Gerber
Rachel Goldberg
Deborah Goldman
Sarah Goldman
Donna Schwarzbach 
     and David Gordon
Susie and Bruce Goren
Dorian Greenfeld
Jodi Harrison
Apryl Huntzinger
Jake Jaffe
Michelle Kaye
Marcia Kern
Lisa Kitchin
Lani Kreshek
Leah Kroll
Tiffany Kuan
Madlyn and Richard 
     Larson
David Lat
Renee Levine-Blonder
Nancy Levy
Shelly and Donald Levy
Roger Licht
Art Lichtenberg
Sharon Lieblein
Julie Liker
Karen Malatesta
Gloria Margulies

Johanna Mendoza
Ellen and Gary Michel
Samuel Nelson
Fiona Ngô
Emily Persky
Bree Pessin
Harrison Reinisch
Eliana Robin Tzedekah 
     Fund
Gail Rosenblum
Fran Rosman
Shohreh and Peyman 
     Saadat
Sydney Sackler
Emily Sagardia
Susan Samuels
Regina San Andres
Melody Santana
Nana Sarkodee-Adoo
Kellen Scanlan
Stacey Schwartz
Kelly Sloan
Julie and Gary Solnit
Riley Runburg and 
     Carlos Solorzano Jr
Wendy and Harlan 
     Spinner
Gigi Staubitz
Liesel Staubitz
Daniel Stern
Fran Stern
Lana Sternberg
Karen and Joshua 
     Strok
Kaila Tacazon
Linsey Talley
Andrew  Tennenbaum
Teri Thomas
Michael  Trauner
Nadia and David 
     Trauner
Bree Vance
Talya Waldman
Kimberly Weiner
Stephanie and Michael 
     Weisberg
Beth and John Wilson
Laura Wolfe
Wan Xia
Cameron Zoller



Andrea Sonnenberg (Chair) 
CEO and Co-Founder, 
Wise Readers to Leaders 

Lauren Campbell (Vice Chair) 
Marketing Consultant 

Jeremy Rosen (Secretary) 
Partner, Horvitz & Levy, LLP

Glenn Sonnenberg (Treasurer) 
President, La Salle Debt Investors 

Board of Directors
Laurie Bahar 
President, Sherwood Family 
Foundation
Nicole Brooks 
PsyD, Private Practitioner in Clinical 
Psychology
Andrea Cayton 
Director, Cayton-Goldrich Family 
Foundation 
Nancy Epstein
Teacher and Life Coach 
Steven J. Fishman 
CPA and Partner, Fishman, Block and 
Diamond

Andrea Sonnenberg 
CEO and Co-Founder 
Rabbi Ron Stern 
Teen Advisor and Co-Founder 
Riley Runburg 
Program Director
Giselle De La Torre 
Program Coordinator

Staff

Lori Goodman
Philanthropist and Volunteer 
Victor Lee
Vice President, William Blair
Debbee Klein Schwartz
Talent Agent
Martine Singer 
President and CEO, Children’s 
Institute
Rabbi Ron Stern 
Rabbi, Stephen Wise Temple, 
Director, Center for Tikkun Olam  
Karen Weiss 
KW Interiors, Community Volunteer

Aria Assil
Kimberly Basilio
Briyana Bekhrad
Brandon Brooks
Clara Campbell, 
 Recruitment Chair 
Cassandra Corona, 
 Fundraising Co-Chair 
Annie Feldmar-DeVitre, 
 Engagement Chair 
Alex Glickman
Kyra Goldstein
Jake Grodner
Anya Karumanchi, 
 Enrichment Co-Chair

Teen Board
Georgia Katkov 
Yalli Koren 
Cate Landis, 
 Fundraising Co-Chair 
Blake Marvin 
Layla Massin 
Ella Nikfar, 
 Enrichment Co-Chair
Ruby Offer
Dani Pill 
Lily Robinson 
Brooke Ruttenberg
Lily Saada, 
 Events Co-Chair
Sasha Sarraf

A special thank you to Stephen Wise Temple and the   
American Jewish University for hosting our summer        
program and supporting our work. 

Sophie Sloan
Talia Tepper, 
 Events Co-Chair
Jessica Wald

Olivia Bamshad
Arthur Feldmar-DeVitre
Leila Sehati
Eliana Svilik
Camden Weitzman
Audrey Yadegar

Teen Ambassadors



8

books read
5,800

27
college and grad

staff members 400+
scholars

Junior Literacy 
Leaders

82

2,000+
books sent home 

with scholars

2,800+
hours of

one-on-one 
tutoring

11,600+

200+
year-round
volunteers

5,700+
hours of peer
mentorship

500+
literacy 
classes
taught 

scholar
Junior Literacy 

Leaders

2021 annual 
impact

meals served

Teen Ambassadors



15500 Stephen S Wise Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90077

www.wisereaderstoleaders.org
wrtl@wisela.org
310-889-2251

Summer 2022 Applications Out Now! 
Our program will run from June 21st to July 
29th. Links are on our website for scholar, JLL, 
LL, and management applications!

@wisereaderstoleadersWise Readers to Leaders


